
 
IIT Bhubaneswar Celebrates National Sports Day With 

Sportive Fervour 

• Weeklong Sports Tournament concludes 
• Major Dhyan Chand Trophy awarded to the winning team 

Bhubaneswar: Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar has joined the Nation in 
celebrating the National Sports Day, with sportive zeal and fervour. To mark the occasion, 
the Institute organized a week-long Sports Tournament among all its members, from 22nd 
August to 27th August. The concluding ceremony of the programme was held on 28th 
August. Prof. Shreepad Karmalkar, Director, IIT Bhubaneswar graced the occasion and 
handed over the prizes to the winners of different competitions. 
Speaking on the occasion, Prof. Karmalkar encouraged all the participants for their 
enthusiasm for the event. He highlighted the importance of sports in the overall 
development of human personality. He further said that IIT Bhubaneswar has always made 
efforts to encourage students to play different sports and has made extensive facilities for 
different games in its premises. He emphasized that observance of National Sports Day 
gives the members of the Institute an opportunity to unlock their sporting potential. 
On this occasion, Major Dhyan Chand Trophy was awarded to the B.Tech. 3rd Year 
Students Team, who emerged as the Overall Champions of the Tournament by securing 
first position in four out of the seven sporting events conducted as part of the National 
Sports Day celebration. B. Tech 2nd Year Students’ Team got the Runners Up Trophy and 
Ph.D. Students’ team secured the third position. 
Among others, Prof. Rajesh Roshan Dash, Dean (Student Affairs), Dr. Srinivas Bhaskar 
Karanki, President of Student’s Gymkhana and Dr. Anoop Thomas, Faculty Advisor Sports 
& Games, IIT Bhubaneswar were present on the occasion. The event was organised by the 
Sports Council of Students’ Gymkhana, IIT Bhubaneswar. 
 

Link: https://indiaeducationdiary.in/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-national-sports-day-with-sportive-

fervour/    
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Bhubaneswar: Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar has joined the Nation in 
celebrating the National Sports Day, with sportive zeal and fervour. To mark the occasion, 
the Institute organized a week-long Sports Tournament among all its members, from 22nd 
August to 27th August. The concluding ceremony of the programme was held on 28th 
August. Prof. Shreepad Karmalkar, Director, IIT Bhubaneswar graced the occasion and 
handed over the prizes to the winners of different competitions. 
Speaking on the occasion, Prof. Karmalkar encouraged all the participants for their 
enthusiasm for the event. He highlighted the importance of sports in the overall 
development of human personality. He further said that IIT Bhubaneswar has always made 
efforts to encourage students to play different sports and has made extensive facilities for 
different games in its premises. He emphasized that observance of National Sports Day 
gives the members of the Institute an opportunity to unlock their sporting potential. 
On this occasion, Major Dhyan Chand Trophy was awarded to the B.Tech. 3rd Year Students 
Team, who emerged as the Overall Champions of the Tournament by securing first position 
in four out of the seven sporting events conducted as part of the National Sports Day 
celebration. B. Tech 2nd Year Students’ Team got the Runners Up Trophy and Ph.D. 
Students’ team secured the third position. 
Among others, Prof. Rajesh Roshan Dash, Dean (Student Affairs), Dr. Srinivas Bhaskar 
Karanki, President of Student’s Gymkhana and Dr. Anoop Thomas, Faculty Advisor Sports 
& Games, IIT Bhubaneswar were present on the occasion. The event was organised by the 
Sports Council of Students’ Gymkhana, IIT Bhubaneswar. 

Link : https://ibgnews.com/2023/08/30/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-national-sports-day-with-

sportive-fervour/ 
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IIT BBS holds Nat’l Sports Day 
Thursday, 31 August 2023 | PNS | BHUBANESWAR 

 

The Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar celebrated the National Sports Day 
with sportive zeal and fervour. To mark the occasion, the institute organised a week-long 
sports tournament among all its members from August 22 to 27. The concluding ceremony 
was held on August 28. 

Director Prof Shreepad Karmalkar graced the occasion as chief guest and handed over the 
prizes to the winners of different competitions. 

He encouraged all the participants for their enthusiasm for the event and highlighted the 
importance of sports in the overall development of human personality. He further said that 
IIT Bhubaneswar has always made efforts to encourage students to play different sports 
and has made extensive facilities for different games in its premises. 

Major Dhyan Chand Trophy was awarded to the B Tech 3rd Year Students Team, who 
emerged as the champion of the tournament by securing first position in four out of the 
seven sporting events conducted as part of the National Sports Day celebration. B Tech 2nd 
Year Students Team got the Runners- Up trophy and PhD Students Team secured the third 
position. 

Among others, Dean (Student Affairs) Prof Rajesh Roshan Dash, president of Student's 
Gymkhana Dr Srinivas Bhaskar Karanki and Faculty Advisor Sports and Games Dr Anoop 
Thomas were present. 

 

Link: https://www.dailypioneer.com/2023/state-editions/iit-bbs-holds-nat---l-sports-
day.html  
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Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar has joined the Nation in celebrating 

the National Sports Day, with sportive zeal and fervour. To mark the occasion, the 

Institute organized a week-long Sports Tournament among all its members, from 

22nd August to 27th August. The concluding ceremony of the programme was held 

on 28th August. Prof. Shreepad Karmalkar, Director, IIT Bhubaneswar graced the 

occasion and handed over the prizes to the winners of different competitions. 

Speaking on the occasion, Prof. Karmalkar encouraged all the participants for their 

enthusiasm for the event. He highlighted the importance of sports in the overall 

development of human personality. He further said that IIT Bhubaneswar has always 

made efforts to encourage students to play different sports and has made extensive 

facilities for different games in its premises. He emphasized that observance of 

National Sports Day gives the members of the Institute an opportunity to unlock their 

sporting potential. 



On this occasion, Major Dhyan Chand Trophy was awarded to the B.Tech. 3rd Year 

Students Team, who emerged as the Overall Champions of the Tournament by 

securing first position in four out of the seven sporting events conducted as part of 

the National Sports Day celebration. B. Tech 2nd Year Students’ Team got the 

Runners Up Trophy and Ph.D. Students’ team secured the third position. 

Among others, Prof. Rajesh Roshan Dash, Dean (Student Affairs), Dr. Srinivas 

Bhaskar Karanki, President of Student's Gymkhana and Dr. Anoop Thomas, Faculty 

Advisor Sports & Games, IIT Bhubaneswar were present on the occasion. The event 

was organised by the Sports Council of Students' Gymkhana, IIT Bhubaneswar. 

Link: https://www.campusvarta.com/article/iit-bhubaneswar-celebrates-national-sports-day-

with-sportive-fervour  
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ବଭିିନ୍ନ ସ୍ଥାନରେ ଜାତୀୟ କ୍ରୀଡା ଦିବସ ପାଳିତ 

 

 

ଭୁବନେଶ୍ବର: ହକି କିମ୍ ବଦନ୍ତୀ ନେଜର ଧ୍ୟାେ ଚାନ୍ଦଙ୍କ ଜନ୍ମ ବାରି୍ଷକୀନର ଶ୍ରଦ୍ଧାଞ୍ଜଳି ଅର୍ପଣ ଉନେଶ୍ୟନର ଇଷ୍ଟନକାଷ୍ଟ ନରଳ 

ନପାର୍ପସ ଆନସାସିଏସେ ନ ାଦ୍ଧପା ନରାଡ଼ ର୍କ୍ଷରୁ ଜାତୀୟ କ୍ରୀଡା ଦିବସ ର୍ାଳେ ନହାଇଯାଇଛି lଏହି ଉତ୍ସବନର 

ଇଷ୍ଟନକାଷ୍ଟ ନରଳ ନପାର୍ପସ ଆନସାସିଏସେ ନ ାଦ୍ଧପା ନରାଡ଼ ଦ୍ଵାରା ଏକ ପ୍ରଦଶ୍ପେୀ ଭଲିବଲ୍ େୟାଚ୍ ଆନୟାଜିତ 

ନହାଇଥଲିା ନଯଉଥଁନିର ନସଞ୍ଚରିୁଅେ୍ କନଲଜ,ଜର୍ଣୀ କନଲଜ, ନପାର୍ପସ ହନଷ୍ଟଲ,ଭୁବନେଶ୍ବର ଏବଂ ର୍ବୂପ ତର୍ ନରଳ 

କ୍ରୀଡ଼ା ସଂଘ,ନ ାଦ୍ଧପା ନରାଡ଼ ଅଂଶ୍ଗ୍ରହଣ କରିଥନିଲ। କ୍ରୀଡା ଅଧକିାରୀ ତଥା ବରିଷ୍ଠ େଣ୍ଡଳ ବିତ୍ତ ପ୍ରବନ୍ଧକ, ହିୋଦ୍ରୀ ଭୂର୍ଷଣ 

ବିଶ୍ବାଳ ଏବଂ କ୍ରୀଡ଼ା ସଚିବ ଏେ ଡି.ଜାକିରୁେିେଙ୍କ ନେତୃତ୍ୱନର,ଇଷ୍ଟନକାଷ୍ଟ ନରଳ ନପାର୍ପସ ଆନସାସିଏସେର 

ସଦସୟୋେଙ୍କ ଦ୍ଵାରା ଆନୟାଜିତ କରାଯାଇଥଲିl ଜର୍ଣୀସି୍ଥତ ଭୁବନେଶ୍ବର ଆଇଆଇର୍ିନର ଜାତୀୟ କ୍ରୀଡା ଦିବସ 

ର୍ାଳିତ ନହାଇଯାଇଛି l ଆଇଆଇର୍ି ର୍ରିସରନର ୨୨ରୁ ୨୭ତାରି  ର୍ଯପୟନ୍ତ ବିଭିନ୍ନ କ୍ରୀଡା କାଯପୟକ୍ରେନର 

ଛାତ୍ରଛାତ୍ରୀୋନେ ଅଂଶ୍ଗ୍ରହଣ କରିଥନିଲ l ବି.ନର୍କ ତୃତୀୟ ବର୍ଷପର ଚମ୍ପିୟାେ ଦଳକୁ ଆଇଆଇର୍ିର େିନଦପଶ୍କ 

ପ୍ରନେସର ଶ୍ରୀର୍ଦ କେପାଳକର ନେଜର ଧ୍ୟାେ ଚାନ୍ଦ ଟ୍ରେି ପ୍ରଦାେ କରିଥନିଲ l 

 

Link: https://bastabbadi.com/odisha/national-sports-day-is-celebrated-in-various-places  
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